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Abstract. We report the first demonstration of deep ultraviolet (DUV) Raman imaging of a cell. Nucleotide distributions in a HeLa cell were observed without any labeling at 257 nm excitation with resonant bands attributable to guanine and adenine. Obtained images represent DNA localization at nucleoli in the nucleus and RNA distribution in the cytoplasm. The presented technique extends the potential of Raman microscopy as a tool to selectively probe nucleic acids in a cell with high sensitivity due to resonance. © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.17.7.076001]
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Raman scattering spectroscopy is a useful tool for biochemical and analytical study of a molecule of interest. The technique probes a specimen without any molecular labeling. This is because Raman scattering light has an energy shift, which is inherent to the chemical structure of a molecule, relative to the excitation light. Analyzing a spectrum derived from a molecule, we can collect the valuable information on chemical and physical characteristics of the molecule, such as molecular structure and electronic state.

When combined with microscopy, Raman spectroscopy (Raman microscopy) becomes a label-free imaging technique to reveal molecular distributions in a cell.1–3 Raman microscopy applications were reported for sugar,4 lipid,5–7 protein,5–12 metal complex,8,9,11 nucleic acid,5,12,13 and carotenoid13 molecules in cells. With the help of fast imaging techniques, such as slit confocal14 and nonlinear scattering14,15 microscopy, Raman spectroscopy achieved dynamic molecular imaging of cells.

Varying the excitation wavelength, Raman microscopy probes different molecular species in a cell. Blue/green excitation light highlights visible pigments such as carotene25 and heme-complex8,9,11 in a cell. This is caused by the resonance Raman effect, where the scattering cross-section increases when the excitation wavelength is close to a molecular electronic transition band. Optimal resonance results in enhancement of up to 106 compared with the nonresonant case. Even without significant resonance, at red to near-infrared wavelengths, abundant molecules in a cell are highlighted, such as lipid17 and protein.5,10,12

Away from the visible spectrum, deep ultraviolet (DUV) resonantly excites Raman scattering of nucleotide bases16,17 and amino acid residues18,19 that have strong absorption bands generated by electronic transition in DUV. Because of resonance, DUV Raman spectroscopy can sensitively probe specific structures, which are not probed by off-resonance wavelengths, and can uniquely measure microstructure and conformation of proteins19 and nucleic acids.20 One study using DUV Raman spectroscopy analyzed the secondary structure of telomeric DNA to study the lifetime of living organisms.21 Another study showed secondary structure changes in myoglobin linked with the Tyr and Trp residues micro-environment.22 The method is also used for cellular level analysis: using resonance, DUV can selectively observe such aromatic compounds in a cell.23–25 Cellular conditions,26–28 and metabolic states29 have all been studied using DUV Raman, and these aromatic compounds play important roles in dynamic activities and functions of cells.

In this study, we extended DUV Raman spectroscopy of cells to microscopy imaging, which has not been reported previously. To achieve this, we developed and optimized a conventional stage-scanning DUV laser Raman microscope for cellular imaging with sub-micron resolution while minimizing molecular photodegradation induced by DUV in order to gain sufficient signal before molecules are significantly degraded.

Figure 1(a) shows an obtained Raman spectrum of a HeLa cell together with a single spectrum derived from the substrate. Three prominent bands seen at 1340, 1490, 1580 cm−1 are all assigned to guanine and adenine,25,30 while a band at 1615 cm−1 is attributable to tyrosine and tryptophan.27 We chose the band at 1490 cm−1 for cellular nucleotide imaging. The distribution of the intensity at 1490 cm−1 is shown in Fig. 1(b). In the image, we see two intense circular spots situated close together near the center, indicated by arrows. Comparison with the transmission image shown in Fig. 1(c) confirms that these spots exist inside the nucleus, indicating they correspond to nucleoli containing dense DNA. The comparison also reveals that nucleotides are distributed in the cytoplasm with a high concentration. Such a distribution would be expected due to RNA existing in the cytoplasm.

In some cells, we found a clear difference in the intensity distribution of different two bands (1490 and 1340 cm−1). Figure 2(a) shows two spectra obtained in different locations in a HeLa cell, and the distribution of 1490 and 1340 cm−1 is shown in Fig. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. In the 1340 cm−1 image, the nucleus is clearly highlighted. The highlighted distribution in the 1340 cm−1 image is understood to represent the...
DNA distribution in the nucleus. On the other hand, the 1490 cm\(^{-1}\) image highlights parts of the cytoplasm outside the nucleus. As mentioned above, the images show distribution of both DNA and RNA in a cell, and the difference between the two distributions is clearly seen in their overlapping image (see Fig. 2(d)]. Then it is suggested that the ratio image of the 1490 cm\(^{-1}\) image to the 1340 cm\(^{-1}\) image (1490/1340) can generate a map of RNA distribution, shown in Fig. 2(e). Note that because this is a ratio image, the denominator was processed by thresholding at an appropriate noise floor before generating the ratio image. The image is not very clear, but does show a characteristic distribution of RNA in a cell, which is relatively low in the nucleus and higher in the cytoplasm. The results show how DUV Raman microscopy can be used for distinguishing distributions, such as DNA and RNA in a cell without any molecular labeling.

The difference in reconstructed images from 1340 and 1490 cm\(^{-1}\) bands may emerge from the difference in the contribution ratio of adenine and guanine to the respective bands. A report experimentally obtaining scattering cross-sections of deoxyadenosine and deoxyguanosine supports our idea that scattering cross-sections of adenine and guanine for the 1490 cm\(^{-1}\) band are close, while the band at 1340 cm\(^{-1}\) is dominated by adenine with a slight guanine contribution. This means that the 1340 cm\(^{-1}\) image highlights adenine distribution, while the 1490 cm\(^{-1}\) image shows adenine and guanine net distribution. To our knowledge, there is no proof that either adenine is richer, or guanine is less, in DNA compared to RNA. Further study is needed to conclude the origin of difference between two images; however, the present results and discussions imply that DUV Raman microscopy is capable of distinguishing the distribution of adenine and guanine in a cell.

As mentioned above, molecular degradation initiated by DUV (photodegradation) was a significant challenge, which has long limited the use of DUV Raman spectroscopy in microscopy. The photon energy is so high that electrons in an absorbing molecule are excited, and the molecule can irreversibly change through energy relaxation such as ionization. In addition, reactive by products generated can destroy nearby biomolecules. Additionally, performance of optical components, such as the lens and detector for DUV, has been largely limited. Thus the photodegradation constrains the acquisition of spectral signal sufficient for molecular identification from a small volume of sample before molecular damage. There are some studies reporting DUV Raman microspectroscopy of cells, but to get sufficient S/N, the area for spectral acquisition was relatively large. One report showed 3 \(\times\) 9 \(\mu\)m\(^2\) pixel-based microspectroscopy of paramecium cells, while another study on plant samples used 5 \(\mu\)m\(^2\) pixels. Sub-micron resolution is essential for molecular imaging of a cell.

There were essentially four main challenges overcome to achieve the present technique. The first is to optimize the intensity and exposure duration of excitation. In a previous study, we showed appropriate excitation conditions for Raman microscopy of cells by correlating intensity and exposure with photodegradation during measurement. The second is to improve the detection throughput of a microscope (details below). The third is to find the right scanning step of the sample stage. The step was set at 0.5 \(\mu\)m, which is almost twice as large as the Airy disk diameter at the sample plane, so that photodegradation does not accumulate during imaging. The fourth is sample preparation. The fourth is sample preparation and is related to the step size issue mentioned above. In experiments, by determining the onset of photodegradation, we can then operate in a range where obtained spectra are not degraded and reconstructed images show clear molecular distributions. Photodegradation limits the effective resolution of the microscope if...
the photodegradation region exceeds the focal spot. In our experiments (data not shown), the resolution for imaging desiccated cells was as small as 0.35 μm. On the other hand, for in-liquid cells, even cells chemically fixed with paraformaldehyde, the molecular photodegradation region was wider, and therefore the pixel resolution for in-liquid cells can not be smaller than 1.2 μm. Those four keys enabled DUV Raman microscopy of a cell with submicron spatial resolution.

Design of the purpose-made microscope is an important part for this research. While similar to experimental setups for visible wavelength Raman imaging,2,3 our system has several unique features. For excitation, the microscope uses the 257 nm cw line from a frequency-doubled Ar + laser (Coherent, Inc.), suitable for resonant excitation of nucleotide bases.40 Even with desiccated samples, we used a high NA glycerin-immersion objective lens (Carl Zeiss, Inc. NA = 1.35) for excitation and scattering light collection from the sample with the smallest possible excitation focal volume. The excitation intensity is adjusted to 0.1 mW/μm² by an ND filter. A shutter is used for controlling the duration of sample exposure to avoid photodegradation of the sample. Rayleigh scattering is rejected by an edgefilter, and the frequency-processed light is then dispersed by a holographic grating (Princeton Instruments, Inc. 1800 G/mm). We measured the spectra by a back-illuminated CCD (Princeton Instruments, Inc. SPEC-10 2KBUV). Grating dispersion is calibrated with the laser line (0 cm⁻¹), and Raman bands of boron nitride (1370 cm⁻¹) and acetonitrile (2249 cm⁻¹). For imaging, a piezo-electric stage (PI, Inc.) raster-scanned the sample with a 0.5 μm step. Each spectrum is acquired with 0.75 s sample exposure, and all optics are necessarily made of quartz or CaF₂.

Due to signal-to-noise considerations, some noise reduction is required. We decomposed hyperspectral images by unwrapping the three-dimensional (3-D) hyperstack into a two-dimensional (2-D) matrix of wavenumber and pixel dimension. We then performed singular value decomposition (SVD) and reconstructed the spectral based on only the top five loading vectors, which contribute strongly to spectral image contrast. For data shown here, use of the top five loading vectors appeared optimum. In some cases a loading vector containing useful information may fall outside the top five, so that manual inspection of loading vectors is still required to ensure that maximum spectral information is retained. Due to the poor signal-to-noise ratio of raw spectra, in some cases, using background subtraction before SVD and reconstruction produced errors. We therefore first applied SVD and reconstruction before considering background removal. The contribution of autofluorescence from tryptophan or other components will be spatially overlapped with the Raman signal, and SVD did not produce complete separation of these spectral distributions. Therefore we did an additional per-pixel polynomial function fit and subtraction to remove remaining background. The resulting images show quite uniform background (dark regions outside the cell) due to the substrate and are reproducible, making further spectral analysis possible. The presented technique extends the potential of Raman microscopy as a tool to probe nucleic acid dynamics during biological processes such as apoptosis and mitosis.

In conclusion, we demonstrated the first DUV Raman microscopy imaging of a cell. Using 257 nm excitation, we selectively obtained nucleotide distribution in a HeLa cell, by utilizing the resonant Raman effect. Obtained cell spectral signals from pixels within the cell are well-separated from spectra due to the substrate and are reproducible, making further spectral analysis possible. The presented technique extends the potential of Raman microscopy as a tool to probe nucleic acids in a cell with high sensitivity. Future improvement of the signal detection throughput will further develop the technique as a useful label-free tool to analyze nucleic acid dynamics during biological processes such as apoptosis and mitosis.

At the end, we note the overall picture of the DUV research field. DUV optics and light sources have been specifically developed and revamped in the past decade. Because of this, DUV...
Focuses on deep ultraviolet (DUV) resonance Raman imaging of single living cells, which is promising for various applications including live cell analysis, infectious disease diagnostics, and cell and tissue imaging.
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